ABSTRACT

Object trackers are typically ranked by the average of averages, that is, a performance measure averaged over all frames of a video and then averaged over the entire dataset. The average is not a robust estimator. We propose to rank trackers based on robust error norms: we divide the performances of a set of trackers for a video, sorted from best to worst, into outliers (edge trackers) and inliers (trackers with similar performances); we propose an edge-stopping function that assigns the highest score to the highest-performance (top) tracker and scores other trackers accordingly. Our edge-stopping function stops at edge trackers (outliers) using a robust scale defined using the difference (error) between the performances of the top tracker and neighboring trackers. Our method is not a new performance measure but an approach to rank trackers robustly and systematically. We test our methods using five video datasets and 20 trackers. We show that the proposed score is more robust and representative of a tracker’s performance than the widely-used average of averages.

Index Terms— Object tracking, performance evaluation, scoring, edge-stopping, robust error-norm, robust scale.

1. INTRODUCTION

Visual tracking is a highly-active research area constantly introducing numerous techniques (a recent survey is [1]). The challenge is not only robust modeling of appearance changes of the target but also robust evaluation (ranking) of the trackers to determine the best-performing ones systematically. A ranking method ranks a set of $T$ trackers $\{t_i, i = 1, \cdots, T\}$ based on their performance data $\{q_{il}\}$ (for example, average overlap ratio AOR) on a set of $L$ video sequences $\{v_l, l = 1, \cdots, L\}$ of a dataset. Few tracker ranking approaches exist in the literature. Typically, trackers are ranked by computing the mean $\alpha_t$ of $q_{il}$ over all frames of a sequence $v_l$ and then over all sequences of the dataset; $\alpha_t$ is hence the average of averages. The mean, however, can be significantly affected by outliers or when the data distribution is not symmetric [4]. We examined the distribution of the performance data $\{q_{il}\}$ of trackers and noticed the distribution is not symmetric and heavily skewed to the right (see Figure 1).

With the average of averages, it is difficult to argue which is the best tracker: the one that performs well in certain sequences but poorly in others, the tracker that fluctuates least over sequences, or the tracker that performs consistently well but slightly less on average. Consider, for example, the following AOR values of some trackers: $\{0.80732, 0.83085, 0.83823, 0.83908, 0.85437, 0.85704, 0.87422, 0.88037, 0.8813, 0.88971, 0.8904, 0.89125, 0.89513, 0.89612, 0.89732, 0.90102\}$; we can divide these values into performance regions (e.g., the blue values are one region). But how to robustly find the edges (i.e., outliers or regions’ boundaries, e.g., those marked bold)? How, then, to rank the trackers: is 0.90102 better than 0.89732, or do they have the same rank?

Our contribution is a new approach using robust statistics concepts to systematically and robustly rank trackers’ performance. Specifically, we define outliers (edge trackers) and a robust scale by observing that trackers’ performances can be divided into uniform regions of performance. We then propose an edge-stopping function to score trackers based on the robust scale to distinguish outliers (i.e., edges or region boundaries) from inliers (i.e., similarly-performing trackers); the function assigns the highest score to the best-performing tracker and scores other trackers relative to that top.

Related Work: In visual tracking benchmarks [3, 5, 2, 6], the common tracker ranking method is the average of averages (mean). Based on this mean, the trackers under test are then numerically ranked from best to worst. Different than the benchmarks mentioned above [3, 5, 2, 6], our tracker ranking approach scores similarly-performing trackers based on a robust scale to distinguish outliers from inliers for each sequence. Few ranking methods exist: The tracker ranking method [7] applies four ranking methods and average them into a mean rank; the first two methods model datasets as graphs and assign ranks using both an aggregation algorithm and a PageRank-based solution [8], while the two last methods are derived from the Elo [9] and Glicko [10] sports rating systems. The authors identify trackers as best or second best, where any tracker not qualified as best is automatically assumed to be second best. The tracker ranking method [11] assigns a rank to a tracker by quantifying how much its performance deviates from the highest performance over all sequences using the median absolute deviation. The final score is obtained by weighting the best and second-best scores over all sequences. Unlike these related ranking methods [7, 11], our approach assigns scores systematically across all trackers (not only best and second best); these scores are well spread across the range $[0, 1]$, depending on tracker performances.
2. PROPOSED RANKING APPROACH

2.1. Edge-stopping for Scoring of Trackers

Two trackers, \( t_1, t_2 \), are neighbors if the difference (error) between their performances \( q_{t1}, q_{t2} \) for the sequence \( v_l \) is not an outlier, that is, the error remains within a robust scale \( \sigma_l \). This can be interpreted as detecting the boundaries (edges) between the piece-wise uniform performance regions.

The input to our scoring method are the performance data \( \{q_i\} \) for all tested trackers \( \{t_i, i = 1, \cdots, T\} \) over all videos \( \{v_l, l = 1, \cdots, L\} \) of a dataset. Let \( q_{bl} \) be the performance of the best-performing tracker \( t_b \) over a \( v_l \) among all \( \{t_i\} \). We define \( e_{il} \) as the difference (error) in performances between the best-performing tracker \( t_b \) and a tracker \( t_i \) in sequence \( v_l \)

\[
e_{il} = q_{bl} - q_{il}.
\]

When the metric is the higher, the better, such as AOR, \( q_{bl} = \max_i \{AOR_i\} \) and when it is the lower, the better, such as the failure rate FR, \( q_{bl} = \min_i \{FR_i\} \). Obviously, for FR-like metrics, (1) becomes \( e_{il} = q_{il} - q_{bl} \).

The set \( \{e_{il}\} \) contains a population of samples, where the difference between the best tracker \( t_b \) and its similarly-performing (neighboring) trackers \( t_i \) is small. (Compared to image denoising, \( t_b \) acts as the central pixel and \( t_i \) as neighboring pixels.) The errors of neighboring trackers are from one (uniform) distribution, while far-neighbors’ errors are from another distribution. Figure 1(a) shows that the histogram of the AOR errors \( \{e_{il}\} \) can be approximated uniform. Figure 1(b) shows that the histogram of AOR \( \{q_{il}\} \) is not symmetric and heavily skewed to the right.

![Fig. 1: Histograms of AOR \{e_{il}\} and \{q_{il}\} under the combined dataset OTB+VOT-ST+NIS (see the Results Section).](image)

We seek a scoring (edge-stopping) function \( h(e_{il}) \) that assigns a high score to a tracker \( t_i \) when the error \( e_{il} \) is small and outputs a lower score the larger the error becomes, depending on a robust scale \( \sigma_l \) per a sequence \( v_l \). We aim to reject outliers, i.e., far-neighbors of \( t_b \), depending on

\[
s_{il} = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{e_{il}^2}{2\sigma_l^2}},
\]

As a result, our method assigns higher scores to trackers comparable to the top tracker \( t_b \) and low scores to outliers (far neighbors) for a \( v_l \). Note that since (3) is a monotonically decreasing function on \([0, 1]\), if \( q_{il1} > q_{il2} \), i.e., a tracker \( t_1 \) has a better performance than a tracker \( t_2 \), then with (3) \( s_{il1} > s_{il2} \).

When there are no outliers (for example, when all FR values are zero), the MAD in (2) may be zero, resulting in \( \sigma_l = 0 \). We thus modify (3) to

\[
s_{il} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\frac{1}{1 + \frac{e_{il}^2}{2\sigma_l^2}} & : \sigma_l \neq 0 \\
q_{il} \cdot (1 - e_{il}) & : \sigma_l = 0
\end{array} \right.
\]

Once the scores \( \{s_{il}, i = 1, \cdots, T, l = 1, \cdots, L\} \) are computed, we combine all \( s_{il} \) of a dataset into a single score

\[
s_i = \text{Mean}_{1 \leq l \leq L} \{s_{il}\}.
\]

We select the mean since the \( \{s_{il}\} \) distribution is symmetric.

2.2. Robust Grouping of Trackers

Some trackers may have "similar" performance scores, and clustering them into groups can make a fairer comparison. We propose a grouping algorithm to cluster a set of trackers \( \{t_i, i = 1, \cdots, T\} \) into groups \( \{g_j, j = 1, \cdots, G\} \), based on their scores \( \{s_i\}; G \leq T \). Each group \( \{g_j\} \) consists of a set of trackers having similar scores \( s_i \). For this, we define the robust scale \( \sigma_s \) of scores \( \{s_i\} \) as

\[
\sigma_s = c \cdot \text{MAD}\{\eta_i\}, \quad \eta_i = s_b - s_i.
\]

\( \eta_i \) is the error between the highest score \( s_b \) among the \( \{s_i\} \) and a score \( s_i \) in \( \{s_i\} \) of tracker \( i \). The robust point estimate \( c \) depends on the family distribution of \( \{\eta_i\} \). We then assign a tracker \( t_i \) to a group \( g_j \) if the error \( \eta_i \leq \sigma_s \). Once a tracker is given a group, we exclude it from the set \( \{t_i\} \). We repeat the process for the set of not-yet-grouped trackers until all trackers are assigned a group: in each iteration, we update \( s_b \), the errors \( \{\eta_i\} \), the scale estimate \( \sigma_s \), and compare \( \eta_i \) to
\( \sigma_s \) for each tracker. To determine the robust point estimate \( c_s \) in (6), we examined the distribution of \( \{ \eta_{il} \} \). Their histogram was not conclusive about the type of their probability distribution represents. Still, we notice it has heavy, slowly-decaying tails that do not fall to zero. The role of \( c_s \) in (6) is essential for grouping since it determines which trackers are clustered based on how similar their scores \( \{ s_i \} \) are. The smaller \( c_s \) is, the more restrictive (6) is in grouping similar trackers. In [12] (see Table 2.4), robust point estimates \( c_s \) are derived for different distributions. We select the smallest, i.e., \( c_s = 0.9102 \), which gives the most restrictive grouping, i.e., it is harder for a not-similar tracker to become an outlier in a group.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed grouping: 1) Calculate the best score \( s_b \) among the set \( \{ s_i \} \). 2) Compute the errors \( \{ \eta_i \} \) and the scale estimate \( c_s \) as in (6). 3) Assign tracker \( t_i \) a group \( j \) if \( \eta_i \) is within the range defined by \( c_s \). 4) Increment the counter \( j \) after each grouping round. The algorithm ends when each \( t_i \) is assigned a \( g_j \).

Algorithm 1: Grouping of trackers \( \{ t_i \} \).

**Data:** Scores \( \{ s_i \} \) of the set of trackers \( \{ t_i \} \).

**Result:** Groups \( \{ g_j \} \).

1. \( c_s = 0.9102; j = 1; \)
2. while \( \{ t_i \} \not= \emptyset \) do
3. \( \{ g_j \} = \emptyset; \)
4. \( s_b = \max (\{ s_i \}); \)
5. for each \( t_i \) in \( \{ t_i \} \) do
6. \( \eta_i = s_b - s_i; \)
7. \( \sigma_s = c_s \cdot \text{MAD}(\{ \eta_i \}); \)
8. for each \( t_i \) in \( \{ t_i \} \) do
9. \( \text{if } \eta_i \leq \sigma_s \text{ then } \)
10. \( \{ g_j \} = \{ g_j \} + t_i; \)
11. \( \{ t_i \} = \{ t_i \} - t_i; \)
12. end
13. end
14. end
15. **Output:** \( \{ g_j \} \);
16. \( j = j + 1; \)
17. end

### 3. SIMULATION RESULTS

To test our ranking approach, we use the datasets: OTB-100 [6], VOT2018-ST [2], NfS-30 [5], and VOT2018-LT [2]. To reduce possible bias towards certain datasets and test generalization ability of trackers, we merged all 260 videos of the short-term datasets OTB, VOT-ST, and NfS into a single short-term OTB+VOT-ST+NfS. We use the performance measures: AOR for tracker accuracy (the higher, the better) and FR for tracker robustness (the lower, the better), and 20 trackers of different methodologies, performances, and speeds: ATOM [14], CFWCR [15], CREST [16], CSRDPCF [17], DASIAMRPN [18], DAT [19], DIMP [20], DLST [11], DSST [22], ECO [23], IBCCF [24], KCF [25], LADCF [26], MCCT [27], MDNET [28], SAMF [29], SIAMFC [30], SIAMRPN++ [31], STAPLE [32], and STRCF [33]. We used the code of the authors and ran it ten times.

### 3.1. Results on short and long-term datasets

For the short-term OTB+VOT-ST+NfS, Table 1 compares the widely-used mean, and our ranks for the AOR and FR metrics. It highlights two advantages of our ranking method. 1) It allows for a fairer distinction between trackers than the mean method; for example, in the AOR “Mean” column that the difference between the best (DIMP) and second best (ATOM) is only 0.0362; such a low difference does not justify ranking DIMP as "better". Instead, our scoring and grouping method classifies both trackers as group 1. Overall, our ranking method statistically highlights fairer similarly-performing trackers; for example, ATOM and DIMP are group 1 in both AOR and FR, and SIAMRPN++ is group 1 only in terms of FR; also, we see that a good number of trackers occupy group 2 in both AOR and FR. 2) We can combine multiple AOR and FR scores into one AOR/FR score, as seen under the column "Avg score"; this allows to rank trackers using that single score and at a higher level than the widely-used mean. (Recall that our scores are always in \([0, 1]\), and the higher, the better.)

**Table 1**: OTB+VOT-ST+NfS: comparing means and our scores and groups. Top trackers are in bold, blue, and green.

![Table 1](image-url)

We applied our ranking method on the 35 long-term videos of VOT2018-LT for 18 trackers. (Note that the codes available from the authors of DLST and SIAMFC did not run for VOT2018-LT.) Table 2 compares the means and our ranks (scores and groups) of AOR and FR. As with the short-term dataset, we can easily merge multiple scores (here AOR and FR) into one to simplify ranking, as seen in the Table under the column "Avg score". Also, the difference between the best (bold, DIMP) and second-best (blue, DASIAMRPN) AOR means is minimal at 0.0649 while the difference between their respective scores is 0.2237, which allows statistically to justify better ranking them as best and second best; indeed, DIMP is the only tracker in group 1 for AOR, but that both DIMP and SIAMRPN++ are in group 1 for FR.
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### 3.2. How Stable Is Our Method?

To demonstrate the stability of our scoring method, we added impulse noise to the original performance data \( \{ q_{id} \} \). Impulse noise can represent faulty tracker performance due to changes such as occlusion or fast motion. Given the original \( \{ q_{id} \} \) and their noisy performance version \( \{ q'_{id} \} \). Let the estimated scores (using our method) be \( \{ s_i \} \), and the estimated means (using the average of averages method) be \( \{ \alpha_i \} \). Their noisy scores are \( \{ s'_i \} \), and noisy means are \( \{ \alpha'_i \} \). The scores are more robust than the means if

\[
\forall i, \quad \Psi(s_i, \mu_{s_i}) > \Psi(\alpha_i, \mu_{\alpha_i}),
\]

where \( \Psi(\cdot) = \min_{\alpha \in [0, 1]} \frac{1}{\alpha} \) is a min-max ratio, i.e., the higher the ratio, the better. \( \mu_{s_i} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} s_i^k \) is the average of the trackers’ scores over K levels, and \( \mu_{\alpha_i} = \frac{1}{K} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \alpha_i^k \) is the average of the trackers’ means over the same K noise levels. In other words, our score \( s_i \) is more robust than the mean \( \alpha_i \) if, each \( t_i \) yields a score ratio \( \Psi(s_i, \mu_{s_i}) \) closer to 1 than the mean ratio \( \Psi(\alpha_i, \mu_{\alpha_i}) \). We added four levels of noise, i.e., \( K = 4 \) for (7) by selecting the impulse noise densities 0.05, 0.2, 0.35, and 0.5. We ran the experiments 50 times. Table 3 displays the ratios \( \Psi(\alpha_i, \mu_{\alpha_i}) \) and \( \Psi(s_i, \mu_{s_i}) \). It shows that our scoring responds moderately to even strong variations in the data, not just on average, but for every tracker \( i \). The score ratio stays above 0.995 for trackers, and the scores perform much better than the means.

Both the proposed score \( s_i \) and the widely-used mean \( \alpha_i \) are generated from the same data \( \{ q_i \} \) and thus are correlated. However, when a tracker has inconsistent performance across a dataset, \( s_i \) better represents that performance and a tracker can be assigned a different rank using our scores compared to the mean, as shown in Table 4.

### 4. CONCLUSION

We proposed an alternative way to rank object trackers: not by the typical average of averages but by scoring similarly-performing trackers using an edge-stopping function that depends on a robust scale to robustly distinguish outliers (boundary trackers) from inliers (i.e., similar trackers). We extensively tested our method using five datasets, two performance metrics, and 20 trackers. We showed that the proposed score is more robust to variations than the widely-used average. We suggested combining tracker scores from multiple datasets and metrics into one score to facilitate ranking. The hyper-parameters of our method are determined using robust error norms, which is why it is robust. Our method easily allows the addition of new trackers to the pool \( \{ t_i \} \) for comparison: for a video l, all trackers (from 1 to T) are used to compute the final score.
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